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The texture of the film is enough to recommend it, even apart from the story. As the film opens, she frolics with her lover,
Robert Dudley (Joseph Fiennes), and her ardor only subsides as she realizes no man loves the Queen of England only
for herself. Then the lurking, sinister.

Back when I saw Elizabeth for the first time and believe me, I have seen it at least 5 more times since then I
immediately fell in love with everything about it, and I still think this is one of the best period dramas ever
made. The spring lamb is no more, and with her Kabuki-white mask and palace rituals, this older, ethereal
Elizabeth on occasion seems like a space alien, which, in some ways, is what she has become. It is a textured,
passionate, dirt-under-the-fingernails epic that details how England was dragged kicking and screaming out pf
the middle ages and into the renaissance. As the hilariously perverse Anjou, Vincent Cassel invests the
repetition of a single word - 'Well? The biographical nature of the film may also spark conversations about this
historically significant period, as Elizabeth was the last of the Tudor line monarchy. Dudley is also wrongly
depicted as having been a co-conspirator in the plot against Elizabeth. On this form, their Elizabeth II would
be something to see. Tweet The England of the first Elizabeth is a dark and sensuous place; the court lives
intimately with treachery, and cloaks itself in shadows and rude luxury. Finally, families could talk about the
power that religion has had over people and nations occasionally even driving them to war. Was this review
helpful? Costumes are nice. Elsewhere there is sometimes a little too much reliance on orchestral music,
although the choice of Elgar's stately Nimrod to underscore Elizabeth's final mettlesome confrontation with
Leicester is inspired. At the head of a small but distinguished French contingent, Cantona refrains from
kicking anyone, but raises his eyebrows and delivers his lines with a hauteur that will give his old fans a
nostalgic thrill. For instance, the film depicts Mary I of England as being pregnant prior to Elizabeth's
imprisonment. In fact, she entertained the idea of marriage with several European monarchs well into
middle-age. Kapur's commercial hook is provided by the well-publicised decision of Kapur and Michael Hirst,
the author of the screenplay, to deal boldly with the issue of Elizabeth's single most legendary characteristic.
She is contemptuous of such other suitors as the Duke of Anjou Vincent Cassel , who sees marriage as a social
move, and is surprised while frolicking in a frock. I must admit, for the first hour or so, I thought this didn't
hold a candle to its sequel, but that's before we see how the innocent maiden who was thrust unprepared into
the role of queen transforms herself into one of the most powerful rulers in the world. On the other hand,
Geoffrey Rush's performance as Sir Francis Walsingham, Elizabeth's utterly ruthless yet completely loyal
bodyguard and Machiavellian tutor, is endlessly and hypnotically fascinating â€” a performance that steals
movies in movies whose leads are less arresting than Ms. If the business of Elizabeth's betrothal to the Duc
d'Anjou had gone to a penalty shoot-out, you wouldn't have bet against the Frogs as long as Eric le Fou was on
the park. As the film opens, she frolics with her lover, Robert Dudley Joseph Fiennes , and her ardor only
subsides as she realizes no man loves the Queen of England only for herself. In fact, he was given this title two
years after this in  The sets and costumes are absolutely rigorous, depict pleasant rigor clothing and
environments of the Elizabethan era. Historically, appears to be quite close to reality, despite the existence of
some discrepancies. She succeeded, the film demonstrates, by learning on the job, growing from a naive girl to
a willful strategist who picked her advisers well and ignored them when they urgently advised her to marry: "I
will have one mistress here! Sir Richard Attenborough also participated in this movie I think it must have been
one of his last films in the role of Lord Burleigh, with great talent. And no master! Aug 27, THe worst. Yet, in
an ironic reversal of Hollywood's usual denigration of comedy in favor of 'serious' drama, it was Rush's much
smaller comic performance in 'Shakespeare' that secured him the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actor.
More importantly, it examines the players behind the revolution and evolution as personified by the woman at
the center of it all, Cate Blanchett's Queen Elizabeth. And her eyes narrow as she listens to proposals couriered
in by various rulers who want to marry her as a sort of mergers and acquisitions deal. Cate Blanchett is just
incredible as the monarch thrust into a life of duty amid threats from all corners. It is one of the finest
historical dramas to have appeared in decades. The movie, indeed, compresses and rewrites history at its own
convenience, which is the rule anyway with English historical romances. Cate Blanchett isElizabeth is not a
bad film, but it is poorly directed, agonizingly slow, and oddly constructed. And in her climactic
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transfiguration, the face that first presented itself in undefended mobility is finally hardened into a mask, while
the voice, interestingly, descends to a Thatcherian contralto profundo. Elizabeth I and her succession to the
throne was one of the bloodiest and most controversial in England's history.


